CONGRATULATIONS

TOP ARTIST OF THE DECADE
TOP MALE ARTIST OF THE DECADE

EIGHT SONGS IN THE TOP
100 OF THE DECADE:
#21 “I DON’T WANT THIS NIGHT TO END”
#31 “COUNTRY GIRL (SHAKE IT FOR ME)”
#51 “PLAY IT AGAIN”
#54 “RAIN IS A GOOD THING”
#56 “DRUNK ON YOU”
#60 “THAT’S MY KIND OF NIGHT”
#75 “KISS TOMORROW GOODBYE”
#88 “CRASH MY PARTY”

LUKE’S LATEST SINGLE MAKING ITS
WAY UP THE COUNTRY CHARTS IS
“WHAT SHE WANTS TONIGHT”
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Luke Bryan
Sitting On Top (of) 10

T

en years ago, Luke Bryan was five years into his run
on Capitol when he was named the ACM New Artist of
the Year (see June 2010 print issue online). He
ends the decade as Country radio’s most-heard artist
(see page 33). Bryan celebrated the former by
tossing then-Capitol chief Mike Dungan into a Las
Vegas pool. While a long-form business-focused
interview doesn’t offer the same kind of photoop, it does find him reflecting on the state of the
industry, his relationship with radio and his legacy.

CA: What stands out to you about this last decade?
LB: It’s been a great ride. Musically, it’s the balance of staying who you are, but also
obviously looking at your surroundings. My main thing is looking at what’s going
on around you and trying to make music that complements all of that – moving the
needle, taking chances. I’m really happy with my ability to have songs like “Drink A
Beer” and “Most People Are Good.” People know that’s really my sentiment, but they
also know “I Don’t Want This Night To End” and “Country Girl (Shake It For Me)”
are my personality, too.
We’ve seen artists in the past who are known as kind of a ballad singer, or just a bar or
honkytonk singer. The fact that I’ve got a broad range of songs over the past 10 years –
I’m really, really happy about that. It’s a testament to Jeff Stevens, my producer; the label,
[manager] Kerri Edwards and all of my people.
I’ve had a fun decade with some songs I thought were going to do amazingly well, but
really didn’t. Then we’ve had those surprise songs where I took somebody’s advice at the
label, and we knocked it out of the park.
This decade has thrown a lot at you, professionally and personally. How have you balanced
being an artist, performer and creative person with running a business that has grown
exponentially in these 10 years?
That’s an ever-changing algorithm. It all starts with trying to write and find as many great
songs as I can, doing my best job
recording them and doing my
best job at being a better singer
and musician every year. Once I
lay that down and get the music
made, then the business – managing the tours, Idol and the rest – you have to have people
working for you who can run that stuff. You can’t lay awake at night wondering about what
your business manager is doing. Of course, everybody who works for you isn’t going to bat a
thousand. You’re just trying be a great boss, be decisive and have fun with all of this. I think
people know I truly still have a lot of fun being in this role.
I never wanted to be one of those artists who dreams of this, moves to town, gets the
dream and then is miserable. I wished for it, fought for it and it was worth every second.
I don’t have many regrets. I don’t look back. Are there little mistakes I’ve made along the
way? Certainly. There’s been a million things happening, and you’re not going knock it out
of the park every time. You’ve just got to trust everybody in your circle and have people in
place who try to keep you in check and add perspective.
I was on the phone with Jimmy Harnen a couple weeks ago, and he reminded me about
when “We Rode In Trucks” didn’t go No. 1. He remembers me telling him, “Hell, I wrote
the damn thing, and if it didn’t work, it didn’t work. Let’s move on to the next song and
find something that does work.” When you have ups and downs, you can’t run around
blaming everybody else. Essentially it all falls on you. You have to manage the whole –
manage the people who are managing the tentacles. If my t-shirt guys makes a mistake on
a shirt, yeah I might get on to him, but we learn from it and move on. There are too many
moving parts to get bogged down with one thing that really doesn’t matter. As long as I’m
healthy, going to the gym, putting on shows I want to put on, getting rest, my voice feels
good, and I’m writing songs ... that’s the best I can do for my career. The personal level is
a whole other two-hour interview.

THE INTERVIEW

Speaking of the t-shirt guy, how deeply do you get into running your business? Do you
delegate a lot or are you the chief operating officer?
Well, I delegate a lot. On the really important stuff, I’m really focused. But as with
every business, there are multiple levels of priority, and there’s only so much mental
real estate. How much do you want to bog your mind down? Making music and doing
the live shows is 90% of this business. And now that we’re talking about it, I look at the
work that went into [developing] radio relationships through the years. Meet-and-greets
and just dotting all the “i”s and crossing all the “t”s. Where I am now is a product of all
the groundwork from my first radio tour early to doing the CMA radio remotes [last
month]. I relish those relationships and what Country radio and I have been able to
build together. I never want to take it for granted, because nothing will ever feel better
than hearing your music on the radio.
How big was your team a decade ago, and how big is it now?
In 2009, we were probably on two tour buses and had one semi-truck, maybe two. Now we’re
nine, 10 buses and nine, 10 semis. We’re looking at 55 employees that count on me
to do my job every night and, when we’re doing stadium shows, there’s 85-90. We
contract about 30 people to come in and help us put on stadium shows and the Farm
Tour shows. There’s also a whole Crash My Playa team I only see once a year.
People are like, “When are you going to retire?” And I’m like, “I don’t want to
have to tell people that work for me that they don’t have a gig.” I love being the guy a lot of
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people count on. I don’t wake up with anxiety about it. I wake up going, “All right,
let’s get after it and show the world what we’re going to do this year or this week.”
Beyond the music and your downtown Nashville bar, how many different businesses
are you in?
Me, Jason Aldean and Adam LaRoche just opened up a steak house. I’ve got a little
cigar bar down on the beach at 30A. I’ve got a lot of stuff spread out that I like to
have fun with. Having a business degree, I pride myself on being a good business
guy, but I make some mistakes here and there.
Are you still doing Buck Commander?
Yeah. Me and my 11-year-old are in the truck right now going hunting this
afternoon, so I’ll try to get some footage for him on Buck Commander.

THE INTERVIEW

And the label and
publishing?
I’ve got 32 Bridge
Entertainment with Jon Langston signed and multiple songwriters under my
publishing. These are just byproducts of being in the business, meeting aspiring
songwriters and artists, and trying to use your name and reputation to help people
you believe in. As I get more years on my career, it’s really fun watching other
people achieve their dreams and grow.
How deeply are you going to get into the label space? Is Jon it, or are you going to
develop other artists?
It’s really important to focus on Jon and get him to the level we want him at. So, I
don’t have any plans, and it’s all about when the right person comes along. If I hire
somebody and say, “Go find me an artist to sign,” sure, they could do that. But it’s
got to be somebody you really see something special in, because it’s an emotional
undertaking. You’ve got a person’s life and career in your hands, and I don’t want
to ever take that lightly.

Some artists built fan bases in the sales era, others have done it in the streaming
era, but you’ve sort of straddled both. Do you think about how to navigate in the
streaming world differently than you did when it was more about sales?
I came along at a very interesting time, because I was really in the middle of it
segueing. I even remember somebody telling me one year that “Country Girl
(Shake It For Me)” had been illegally streamed a billion times. So I guess I lost out
on that. But I’ve also made money on streaming. Meanwhile, record sales were in a
big downturn. I guess I could sit around talking about the what-ifs and what-shouldhave-beens, but I don’t know where it would get me. What’s important now is that
we fight for more for the songwriters.
One way I think about it is, as the money gets smaller for the whole music business,
record labels get tighter with their money. When you start crunching numbers and
counting pennies in this business, it really hurts, because you don’t take chances
on creative brains. For instance, if my albums are flying off the shelves, that allows
UMG/Nashville to have more money to take chances on more artists. That’s the
disappointing and the heartbreaking side of music not getting bought and purchased
properly. It clamps down on the overall broadness of what music could be.
That’s true, and it is interesting hearing you say that. Some artists at your level
seem to object to labels using revenue and clout generated by the stars to build up
the next generation. You hear stories about the artists in contract battles working
to squeeze those label margins. But you accept that traditional structure of the top
acts essentially funding the new signings?
Keith Urban and all the other artists at Capitol were selling so many millions of albums,
it allowed Mike Dungan to go, “Hey, let’s try this kid out of south Georgia.” Now, labels
are forced to cut their rosters, cut creativity, because the money just isn’t there. I hope
we’re on the upside of figuring it out and can recalibrate how to go from here.

How do you think we’re doing, overall, in country music?
Obviously, it keeps getting broader. I will never be the guy who criticizes and bellyaches
about how someone makes music and a living for themselves. I’ve had it happen to me.
One minute, I’m the savior of country music; the next, I’ve ruined it. So I’m never going
to be that guy. I’ve heard legends say, “I wish country music would go back to ...” I don’t
You’ve hosted the ACM Awards and have been on American Idol for a couple of
really understand why we would spend a lot of time trying to sound like people in the ‘80s
years. What have you learned about television, and has that given you ideas or a
and ‘90s. I get what people are trying to say, but you have to find your own sound.
desire to further explore the visual realm?
Midland have a more retro sound, and it’s working for them. Then I’m listening
With my music career, it’s always come in increments where I could learn and
to Kane Brown, and then Dan +
handle it. I kind of built it the old
Shay. That’s a lot across the board,
fashioned way – really methodical
but at the end of the day, the fans
and spending time with it. Hosting
have to buy it, and they have to buy
the ACMs taught me elements
With my music career, it’s always
into it. If they are, it’s working. You
of being comfortable in front of
can’t really overthink it much more
a camera, being charismatic and
come in increments where I
than that.
funny. Working with Blake and
could learn and handle it. I kind of
Dan + Shay are appealing to
Dierks on that – it teaches you a lot
people from all different genres.
and, I think, led to me getting the
built it the old fashioned way
That’s why they’re parked on top of
gig on American Idol.
– really methodical and
iTunes and streaming. Everybody
With that, I’ve developed
spending time with it.
is consuming it. Is it as country as
another level of confidence on TV.
Merle Haggard? No, but they’re
For years, I would sit on the couch
doing their artistry, and a lot of
with Jimmy Kimmel or Jimmy
people are buying it.
Fallon and be really nervous, but
When I was playing 800-seat
now I’m more comfortable. When
honky tonks, as soon as I came
I get to that place, I can really
offstage the DJ was playing Flo Rida
be who I am. As far as TV in the
and daggum T-Pain. Everybody had
future, it’s all about where it fits
cowboy hats on and were dancing to
with my personal life. I’ve been
rap music. That’s kind of the way it
gone quite a bit. You can only go
was when I was in college, too. Now,
so hard and for so many years. No
people have playlists with all forms
matter what, I still want my music
of music. The days where everybody
to be first and foremost. After all
just listens to one style of music
these years, I’m still selling out
because that’s the only channel
shows. My merch numbers are
their car will pick up on the radio
higher than ever. People are still
are gone.
coming out to watch me perform,
People have their music they
and that’s the crown jewel.
listen to when they’re on their boat.
They’ve got their music for when
Between stadiums, arenas, the
they ride around their farm. They’ve
Spring Break shows you did and
got their music they listen to when
Farm Tours, you have a lot of
they’re tailgating at a football game.
different iterations for touring. Is
It’s all different, and it all sets a
that intentional or helpful to mix it
mood that they want to get into.
up like that?
They’ve all just kind of spawned
Did you just play a radio station
naturally. We never forced them.
guitar pull?
Nobody ever came to me and said,
Yeah, down in Augusta.
“Hey, I’ve got a way for you to
make a lot of money.” Spring Break
A lot of artists get to a certain level
was just, “Hey, let’s go play some
and think they’ve graduated from
shows.” We put 200,000 people on
those sorts of things. But you don’t?
the beach, and it got to the point
Well, I’ve got a history with Augusta
there was too much liability.
and love the city. I’ve played
I’d always loved going to farm
Augusta National and worked with
parties – field parties – and
WKXC down there a lot. That’s a
seeing a band. So I said, “Let’s do
fun guitar pull. Luke Combs was on
that.” The first time there were a
it, and I hadn’t seen him in a while.
thousand people there. This year,
It’s really fun for me to do those,
we played for 80,000 people over
because I live in a world where
two weeks. Even Crash My Playa
everything is a big production.
started out pretty simple and has
Rarely do I ever get to just plug-in
become something fans have an
expectation for. So they’ve all grown from trying to make fun musical experiences and play. I rolled in with my guitar and I played my song. If I ever outgrow that,
then I need to retire.
for fans. Some artists can walk out, stand at a microphone and sing hits. But I’m
all about giving people different things to look at, and that’s part of what’s made
Crash My Party is the Academy of Country Music Album of the Decade, and now
me successful.
you’re the Most Heard Artist of the Decade ...
It’s been an amazing month getting this recognition. You’re busy and don’t even
How much attention do you pay to overarching business issues? As a
realize the decade is almost up and that there are end-of-the-decade accolades. I
publisher, are you concerned about how digital has diminished the number of
don’t know if there’s anything to be more proud of. ACM Album of the Decade
professional songwriters?
was a real cherry-on-top moment. But when you look at the statistical information
Thirty years ago, there were 3,000 published songwriters, and now there are
of radio spins – I mean, I’m a stats guy. I love knowing Mike Trout batted .338 and
300. I know that stuff, and it’s heartbreaking. I try to explain it to friends and
won the batting title. So it’s very humbling to look back and say, “Who would have
family members all the time. We’re still figuring out streaming and how music is
consumed, but the money has dissipated, and songwriters were the first to get taken ever thought that when you tallied it up, I’d have more spins than anybody else.” I
never set out for it, but it’s something I’ll never forget and I’ll always cherish.
out. And we’re more than ever in a singles driven market, and the ability to make a
living as a songwriter solely having singles on the radio is really tricky. So I watch it
Do you see yourself as one of the veterans now – someone who is influencing future
all. Do I know the ins and outs – percentage breakdowns on streaming? No. I could
generations of country artists?
put the time in to brush up on that, but it’s always changing.
I don’t see myself necessarily as a veteran. I do relish the role of having tours,
What I do know is that in the early ‘90s, I bought Alan Jackson’s A Lot About Living
having the artists that are on my tour with me coming on the bus. I do relish trying
CD four separate times. Now, when you load music on your phone, it’s there forever.
to give them the best advice to help their career. That’s fun. So I’m not saying I’m a
It’s in your cloud. You never have to buy it again, and that’s a big difference. All we
veteran, but I am noticing veteran qualities showing through.
CAC
can do is figure it out from here and find better ways to protect the music.
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